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Ge ing on board: Rebinding three medieval
parchment manuscripts as a conservation training
project
by Sabina Pugh*

Bodleian Libraries, University of
Oxford

This paper describes the complex conservation treatment of three medieval parchment manuscripts as a joint training project at the Bodleian
Library, the main research library of the University of Oxford. The background to the project and its importance to the conservation department
with respect to maintaining continuity of skills within a changing workforce will be discussed. The binding process will not be described in ﬁne
detail for each manuscript, but individual treatment decisions for each
manuscript will be discussed where appropriate, the emphasis being
more on the learning process than the process of rebinding. The method
of working will be described in so far as it illustrates diﬀerences between
individual and shared learning, and the impact of the project both on the
participants and the Book Team as a whole will be evaluated.
The Conservation Department is divided into a number of teams, who
cover the following activities: preservation, exhibitions, general bookbinding, paper and book conservation of special collections material. The
Book and Paper Conservation Teams were formed relatively recently, the
Book Team currently having six members, two of whom are on ﬁxed-term
contracts. It is a highly collaborative team which carries out a range of
conservation treatments, some of which are externally funded. The team
also works on exhibitions and preparation for digitisation programmes,
and the two ﬁxed-term contracts are extremely valuable in helping to
meet the diﬀerent demands on the section.
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The manuscripts
In 2000, the Library purchased a late fourteenth-century Book of Hours,
Oxford, Bodleian MS. Don. d. 206 (henceforth MS. Don. d. 206), purchased through the generosity of the Friends of the Bodleian. The
manuscript was of exceptional local interest because of a connection
to St. George’s Chapel of Oxford1 where it might have been wri en
(Fig. 109). The manuscript had no cover and was in poor condition, with
several quires removed and most of the illuminations cut out. Nevertheless, the importance of the manuscript was such that the curator requested a conservation treatment proposal to be put forward at Duke Humfrey’s Night,2 a key fund-raising event for the Friends of the Bodleian. The
proposal recommended a complete rebinding in wooden boards, a procedure that would give it the maximum ﬂexibility to be safely handled by
readers. Fortunately, funding was again received from the Friends, and
the rebinding project was ready to start in early 2012, to be undertaken
by Sabina Pugh.
It was at this time that Nicole Gilroy, Head of the Book Conservation
Team, made a rather radical proposal. Manuscripts are not frequently
rebound in the Conservation Department; the conservators strive to preserve the historic integrity of special collections materials wherever that
is feasible, and many of their procedures involve stabilisation and boxing
solutions rather than more interventive treatments. However, seizing the
opportunity for her team to share and learn from this experience, Nicole
made a proposal that two more manuscripts should be re-bound at the
same time as MS. Don. d. 206 as a training project, to which the curator
agreed. Nicole hoped that a group project would provide opportunities
for both shared and individual learning, as well as achieving the wider
aim of augmenting the skills of the Book Team as a whole. The project
would be led by Sabina, and the two conservators chosen for the project
were Julie Sommerfeldt and Arthur Green, both on ﬁxed-term contracts,
and neither having any previous experience of the complex interventive
work of conserving and rebinding a medieval manuscript. Two manuscripts for rebinding were selected by curator and conservator together:
Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Douce 267 (henceforth MS. Douce 267),
a beautifully illustrated ﬁfteenth-century French Book of Hours, notable
for its incomplete decoration, which has proved fertile ground for scholars of medieval book production (Fig. 110); and Oxford, Bodleian Library,
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Fig. 109. Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Don. d. 206, ﬁrst leaf.
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Fig. 110. Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Douce 267, broken sewing,
fols. 9Av/9Br.

MS. Laud Misc. 99 (henceforth MS. Laud Misc. 99), a ﬁfteenth-century
work of practical divinity called ‘Disce Mori’, far more important to scholars for its Middle English script than for its religious content (Fig. 111).
Both of these manuscripts were unavailable to readers because of the level
of damage to their bindings, and a convincing case for a full rebinding
could be made for both, given their interest to scholars. Furthermore, partial funding was available from a bequest for the treatment of two priority
items that were unﬁt to be handled, and these two manuscripts seemed
to ﬁt the bill.

Training needs and resources
A range of resources were drawn on during the project. There was a
wealth of images, models, notes and records from previous training initiatives and re-binding projects which had taken place at intervals in
previous years, the majority of which had been led by Christopher Clark-
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Fig. 111. Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Laud Misc. 99, broken sewing, Middle
English script.

son. The department was well stocked with a wide choice of materials
including parchment for repair and endleaves and a variety of alumtawed skins. Well-established links with a cabinet maker ensured a ready
supply of pre-prepared oak boards 3 to be planed and shaped to size as
required. This project would be less the time-honoured paradigm of the
‘old master’ teaching the ‘young novices’ than a team eﬀort, with strong
support from the Department, the Library and the wider Oxford conservation and fund-raising community. The Library itself was an invaluable
resource, in that the conservators were able to examine some manuscripts
in original bindings from a similar period, and they were also able to
revisit whatever manuscripts had been rebound at the Bodleian Library
over the past twenty-ﬁve years.
Before practical work could commence, there were a number of skills
to be learnt or refreshed, not least of which was parchment repair. Fortunately, the opportunity had arisen for some training for the whole
Book Team in parchment repair when items selected for exhibition in
New York had come into the workshop in 2012. Both Julie and Arthur
assisted in repairing these items, most of which were Hebrew bibles,
which proved extremely valuable when it came to the repair of their
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manuscripts, as many of the basic principles of parchment repair had
already been covered.
Good sewing skills were also essential for this project and needed to be
refreshed. All three conservators on the project made up dummy models so they could practise their technique until an even tension and good
alignment of the sections was achieved. Anyone who has done this seemingly simple exercise with Chris Clarkson will know how exacting it can
be, and what an excellent tool it is to both teach and refresh basic sewing
skills.
Wood working and general tool sharpening skills were also essential
to the project, and a thorough review of techniques and equipment was
undertaken in preparation for both working with oak boards and for paring alum-tawed skin. This was essential learning for the two conservators, who were new to working with wood, and also beneﬁ ed the team
as a whole.

The treatment: Individual and shared learning
The three manuscripts to be rebound would all essentially have the same
structure: they would be re-sewn on raised linen cords with a concertina
guard of Japanese tissue as a barrier against moisture from spine linings
and covering, have new parchment endleaves with an alum-tawed joint;
be laced in to oak boards, covered in alum-tawed skin and then stored
in drop-spine boxes with pressure ﬂaps. The strategy was to work on
all three manuscripts at the same time, with the leader going just ahead
of the other two. With the techniques still fresh in her mind, she would
be in the best position to guide them through the process, and all three
conservators would have the opportunity to modify and improve the
techniques and procedures as they progressed through the binding process. Many aspects of the new bindings would be shared territory, but
separate decisions would still be needed to adapt to the idiosyncrasies of
each manuscript.
The preliminary work of examination, description and documentation
provided the ﬁrst opportunity to learn through a common approach, as
the same procedures were followed for each manuscript. At the same
time, each individual also gained valuable experience in ge ing to know
his or her own particular manuscript through interpreting and describing
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Fig. 112. Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Laud Misc. 99, excess glue on the spine;
spine with glue removed.

the physical evidence of its history and production. Right from this early
stage, however, the work proceeded at a diﬀerent pace as the variations
between the manuscripts began to tell.
MS. Laud Misc. 99 had the most complicated history of repair and
rebinding, so more time was needed to decipher the evidence of these
repairs and to record its structure. Furthermore, there were paper linings
on the spine that were stuck with a heavy glue layer, all of which needed
to be removed (Fig. 112), so the work on this manuscript fell behind that
of the other two quite early on. Despite not being at the same stage, they
all got together for a group session to select materials for the endleaves
and covering. Each chose an alum-tawed skin of an appropriate size and
weight for his or her manuscript, though it was stipulated that all the
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skins chosen should be at least one millimeter in thickness. A suitable
weight of parchment was also chosen for the endleaves, bearing in mind
the weight of the parchment used in the textblock. This selection process posed many interesting questions about the thickness, strength and
overall quality of the skins. Most noticeable was the eﬀect of the group
dynamic on the question of aesthetics and the clash between a medieval and a modern approach. The group at ﬁrst aimed to select as near
perfect skins as possible for their manuscripts, but came round to the
view that some less homogenous features could be acceptable, if not even
desirable, to give character and distinction to the bindings, and that blemishes would not necessarily be inappropriate. This change in conceptual
framework seemed to happen quite naturally, but was perhaps a li le
encouraged by the need to make the best use of expensive materials. The
workshop was lucky to have a wide variety of skins available to choose
from.
Further questions of aesthetics arose when the spine of MS. Laud Misc.
99 was exposed after the paper linings and glue layer were removed. The
sewing supports were very crooked and the diﬀering height of the quires
gave a very uneven proﬁle to the tail end of the manuscript (Fig. 112).
There was much discussion about the possibility of straightening the
sewing supports, either by weaving a straight path through the pairs of
existing sewing holes, or by making new holes. In the end, it did not prove
possible to ﬁnd a good line through the existing holes, and making new
holes purely on the grounds of aesthetics seemed like unnecessary interference. Despite the practicalities, however, there was again a conceptual
shift as the crooked sewing holes that at ﬁrst seemed disturbing to the
modern eye became increasingly acceptable. It was important to recognise that they did not impair the structure of the binding at all, and this
consideration perhaps took priority over the aesthetics. The perplexing
question of sewing an endband on the uneven text-block was deferred
till later.
Selection of the correct thread size for all three manuscripts proved a
challenging exercise and was fertile ground for the group to beneﬁt from
the experience. The three manuscripts varied so much in dimensions,
quire size and text-block characteristics that each one had very diﬀerent requirements for selection of a suitable thread size. MS. Don. d. 2064
had only eight quires of thick parchment, and there was no joint at the
end of the manuscript where quires had been removed (Fig. 113). A thick
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Fig. 113. Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Don. d. 206; spine with broken sewing;
end of the manuscript where quires had been removed; after resewing.

thread was selected, but the heavy parchment could not yield to form
a joint where there had been none before, and the swelling proved just
enough to create a shallow joint in the endleaves with a slight round
in the text-block. MS. Douce 2675 was medium sized, with 25 quires
of a fairly thin parchment; a medium weight thread provided the right
amount of swelling for a joint with some round to the text-block. MS,
Laud Misc. 99 was the largest manuscript, with 33 quires.6 It had been
sewn with a few quires two-on, and the backing joint was misshapen from
previous rebinding. The ﬁrst choice of sewing thread proved to be too
heavy and resulted in far too much swelling so that there was no alternative but to take it down and re-sew with a thinner thread (Fig. 114).
The experience of thread selection for these three quite diﬀerent manuscripts gave the conservators more understanding of the multiple factors
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Fig. 114. Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Laud. Misc. 99, crooked sewing supports with uneven text-block; too much swelling.

involved than they might otherwise have had. Moreover, in some ways
the wrong choice of thread that led to too much swelling was useful in
that it provided a yardstick of tactile experience whereby the conservator
learnt more about the feel of the text-block when the swelling was out of
control.
An opportunity for the group to have a preview of the stages of rebinding that lay on their horizon was provided by Jane Eagan at the Oxford
College Conservation Consortium. By coincidence, Jane was working on
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an eleventh-century manuscript with Chris Clarkson, and the group was
very fortunate to be able to go and see what she was doing at a crucial time
for the Bodleian rebinding project. Jane had already shaped her boards
and laced in the supports, so it was extremely helpful to be able to visualise how the boards were laced in and talk over the process with Jane
with the experience so fresh in her mind.
The group beneﬁ ed most from the repetition and practice gained by
the process of lacing in the boards on the three manuscripts. Whilst the
thickness of the boards and the angle of the joints diﬀered for each manuscript, the process whereby those factors were determined was common
ground. The cord slips were not untwisted or frayed out for trial lacing
in, so that they would not be damaged by being pulled in and out of the
lacing holes. Even for the ﬁnal lacing, the cords remained twisted at the
joint so as to retain maximum strength. This trial and error process continued even after the slips were cut oﬀ, as the joint could still be gently
planed in situ to reduce the tension until the boards closed comfortably
(Fig. 115). In the case of MS. Laud Misc. 99, the board sat very low in
the joint after the ﬁrst trial. This was surprising, as the board thickness
at the spine edge was 9 mm, which was thought to be quite substantial,
even taking into account a substantial backing joint from an earlier rebinding. The conclusion was that the initial angle planed on the inside of
the board was too steep and created too much tension in the joint, pinching the text-block and forcing the board to sit below the joint. To remedy
this, the board needed to be made a bit thicker, and the angle on the board
needed to be reduced. A thin piece of millboard (1.2 mm) was stuck to the
inner face of the board using EVA, in order to keep the amount of moisture introduced into the board to a minimum and prevent it pulling too
much. At ﬁrst, this seemed to mar the conservator’s idea of perfection,
but again there was a conceptual shift once it proved that the perceived
‘blemish’ on the beautiful oak was of real structural beneﬁt. The delicate
geometry of the joint, which depended on a balance between the sewing thread, the characteristics of the textblock, the thickness of the board
and the angle of the joint, could not be achieved by the application of
any easy formula, and the shared experience of the group added to their
understanding of this process.
For the endbands on MS. Laud Misc. 99, the conservator was able to
look back at examples that had been done by other members of the team,
as well as the one we had so recently seen by Jane Eagan, to see how
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Fig. 115. Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Laud Misc. 99, further shaping to the
joint after lacing on; ﬁnal joint shape.
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they coped with the problem of uneven quire height. As the endbands
needed to lace into the boards at equal height for the board to articulate
properly, the problem was how to compensate for the large gap without
creating too much bulk, inﬂexibility or instability: a question rather more
of structure than aesthetics. Various models were made, but eventually,
a parchment strip, lined with aero-linen, was used in the last panel of the
spine. A piece of alum-tawed skin was added to ﬁll the gap at the front
and to stabilise the whole endband structure, which otherwise tended
to lean forward. Holes were made in the parchment at the top of each
of the uneven quires, which provided a secure anchorage for a ﬁgure of
eight sewing, with a reversing stitch around the endband core (Fig. 116).
This was a good example of individual problem-solving that developed
through easy access to previous work which could be built on; a record
was placed on ﬁle for future conservators to use where appropriate. Taking the long view for the durability of this binding, the spine was lined
with aero-linen to give extra support for the opening of the heavy textblock and to reinforce the alum-tawed skin in the joint. The endband was
sewn through this linen lining.
When covering the manuscripts, the conservators again beneﬁ ed from
repetition and practice, but were still able to treat the manuscripts differently. In the two smaller manuscripts, the spine was not stuck to the
cover, but in MS. Laud Misc. 99 the cover would be stuck to the spine for
extra support without compromising the ﬂexibility of the opening. All
three would practise a partial covering so that the spine could be tied up
with the paste still fresh, and the corners could be more conveniently cut
at a later stage (Figs. 117 & 118).

Conclusion
The participants in the project all agreed that the rebinding of these three
manuscripts added up to more than a sum of its parts. Each individual
gained personal experience in a new area of work, while also sharing in
a range of treatment decisions so that a greater depth of understanding
and experience was gained than might otherwise have been the case.
Techniques were practised and developed by the group which would
beneﬁt the Book Team as a whole, who were able to share in much of the
experience. Perhaps the most important aspect of the project was that it
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Fig. 116. Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Laud Misc. 99, compensating primary
endband; secondary endband.
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Fig. 117. Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Douce 267, book supported during partial covering.
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Fig. 118. Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Laud Misc. 99, before covering; MS.
Don. d. 206 and MS. Douce 267, after covering.

created a momentum that has already resulted in more projects of a similar nature, so that skills and experience can be further augmented and
shared between other members of the team. A review of all the manuscripts re-bound at the Bodleian Library for purposes of comparison is
already underway.
Important issues were raised as to what extent skills and knowledge
reside with an individual, and to what extent they can be institutionalised
to ensure continuity over a longer period of time. No amount of notes and
instructions on how to proceed could substitute for hands-on experience,
and skills could fail to develop or even diminish if not regularly exercised.
The question of how to nurture and sustain initiatives such as this well
into the future has implications both for our own library and for the wider
world of conservation.
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Notes
*

With thanks to the Friends of the
Bodleian, Virginia Llado-Buisán, the
Book Team, Robert Minte, Dr. Martin
Kauﬀmann, Oxford College Conservation Consortium, St. John’s College,
Oxford, Bodleian Staﬀ Development
and Bernard Allen.
1. ‘Oxford’s earliest place of higher education, the collegiate foundation of
St. George’s in the Castle’, founded in
the eleventh century; John P. Barron,
‘The St. George’s Hours’, Bodleian Library Record 20 (2007), p. 1.

2. The event is named after Duke Humfrey, one of the ﬁrst major donors to
Oxford University Library in the ﬁfteenth century.
3. Kiln-dried, quarter sawn oak supplied
by Bernard Allen, Winllan house,
Llansantﬀraid, Powys, SY22 6TN,
Email: bernard@bernardallen.co.uk.
4. Dimensions: 270 × 187 × 28 mm.
5. Dimensions: 188 × 145 × 35 mm.
6. Dimensions: 265 × 195 × 60 mm.
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